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More than three decacles aftet the post-ll/orld war II development-effort was
'i"i*iiii,"rir:,i iorltAiem,ai,ts conspicuousll' and tragically.beset wi.tlt unaccept-

ablc sullbring, *rrt ond,t'i7'' There is a lerrythy ag.cnda oJ-soci.a.l'.political'
"r\iir"r\i iiiirgi,,iritionotAdiusttneilts tha.t have to be made rhich emerges

i"i ,ri irst"developmtent eiperience. -The central learning need af many-tiirr't""ri,,{,iririiiii, t no*,ins how tg_degl ytith the challense of poverty and

;;;;i;;;rr;;iiiitiri sndertying it..unrit.the probtem of p.overty is sotved,

;ii;ff;;,"; ,;'iiuitrp*rnt tviilbe of lirtlc lasting avail' Development is a much

iiril- ii*plex piocess than whot the early theories seemed tg iryylv.
'Eli*iiii r' no,,ho*,, t lru t greate r equ.i r y and.j ust ice. do not, ne c ess,ari ly fo l low

\rli"itiiiiitn. Develofme.nt is, obq'e all,learning. The needs which are

now emerging concern the'abili^ty to-adiust to nettt techn^ologies, new' demo-

qrnnhia t)atterns. new modes of produciion, new stoges of political conscious'
""ii'.'iia iri and ever more deadly forms of v)eaponry. It is -necessaly ta
';;;"r's;";\;-iotiirc betyveen the urbin and rural sectors in the developing

ilii'fr-*n,irn requires afundamenral chang.e in tlrc distrib-ution of economic

,ia'iiiiiiiit piirr. Such a change entails grave risks dor a!! so,vernment

liirL-inorln tu attempt it. At the same time, the risks- of -continuing to

;;;;r;;;;|;iitii*iy proye even mo.re catastrophic. There is, therefore, a

17:iii otr ubween present and future risks'

Lessons from the Development Experience

It is safe to say that no reasonable observer of. development is

"ort"ii 
*iin-*fr^t hai been achieved to date. Today, thore than three

;;ffi;; airer ttre post-World War lI development e.ffort was launched, the

;;ffi;;;;nr .orirpi.uously anrl tragically.beset with unacceptable suffer-

i;;.';;;; ;;J strife, as the lap between rich and poor conlin.ues ro widen"

tli; ;;;;;;; ,auuo.;o as to-wiry deveropment has nor worked as it should

;;;;;;:: ."ono*i", social, ideologiCal and historical. But I believe the

*"#'iri,"r,"rr ;i;il ih. l.rront to 6e drawn is the reco-gnition of our

i;t1;;;1;;;aieffectively with the protlem of .poverry.. If anything, the

,";il;f ir;;nationat poverty is evin larger today than.it was in the pasf

;"#;t'tre .et*tivety higher growth rateisonte developing c.ountries have

;;hi;;;d.^- a".o.alng 15 the-World Ban_k,_average .per capita income in
i# """r". countries 

"of Afticu has been falling for the past 10 years' As

;;""r; 100 ;il[", Africans are affected by hunger and malnutrition,.and

in;'a* #;";;t ,b0 Af.i"u6 is a refugee. These facts are symptomaric of
;;-.;;.;i etonomic and environmenial decay which, compounded by

;iil;;il;;ruirlly', t ut turned drought into famine' Average per capita
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income has also been falling in much oi Latin America. It ,iras now
dropped to the 1976level in Brazil, and below the level of 1970 in Argen-
tina. Here-, the proximate cause is debt, not drought, but long-term pro-
oesses are also at the root of the problem.

This failure has led to the search for aiternative development
theories - iaciuding the bottom-up approach, the participatory approach
ancl the basic needs approach. None of these constitute a full fledged
development strategy; all require enabling national policy frameworks ?or
them to be effective. Whst is at stake essentiallyis the social, economic and
political cai:acity for grorvth, at all levels and in all component parts cf a
society, that wiil enable the nation to reduce poverty, unencpio.vment and
inequality and to survive and evolve in an unstable, complex and increas-
ingly competitive worid. In short, I believe we need to begin to look on
development not as something we do - through actions or acquired skills

- but as somethingwe learn. By learning, I mean the individuai and
collective enhancernent of a society's ability to not only adjust to change,
but aiso to direct change to suit its own purposes: Iearning to break out
of tire mind-set that accepts passivity as the only relevant response to
centuries ol oppression and powerlessness; lear.ling that the indiviCual has
rights and learning what they are; learning that people have the right and
the possibiliti,to use new opportunities; Icarning, as a community, to
organize for the attainment of goals that rnay not have been part of iradi-
tional life; learning, as a society, to enhance capacity for. timely ccurse
corrections. trt wili not suflnce to cast new learning strategies within the
framework oi traCitionai development models and approaches. Our world
today would be virtuaily unrecognizeable to the early practitioner of deve-
lopment b,ack ia the 1950s. Development has been about change that is
far more fundamental than u,as originally assumed. The develcpment
effort of these past three decades has been trying to hit a mcving target.

The current of change itself can be divided into two broad streams.
The first encomtr,asses those flowing from the development process itself -that is, from the impact of science and technology, from uneven patterns of,
growth, and from the intrusion of alien cultures and values into traditional
societies. In the second strsnm are changes in the national and inter-
national context rvithin rvhich development takes plpce - incluCing
increased population density, heightened political awaieness, the growtE
of international cornmlnications systems, large-scale migrations of peoples,
and sharply altered life styles and lifle situations. While these are, of
oourse, in some measure also induced by the development process itself,
they a_re for all practical purposes autonomous and caunot be wilfully
altered or reversed. Both sets of changes pose their own learning needi"
Those that result from the development etlbrt itself call for mastery of
skills which will permit modern science and technology to be handled
aonstructively and adapted appropriately to social needs. Other skills are
needed _to keep the inevitable disparities in rates of development manage-
able and within morally acceptable bounds. This is particularly impor-
tant within the pluralistic societies characteristic of many developing
oountries - especially when, as is so often the case, political organizalion
follows communal divisions. The secular changes in the context of deve-
lopment provide rigorous tests of, for example, the ability of people to
live together in much greater population densities; the willingness of the
established to bring hitherto marginalized groups into the national main-
stream without raising levels of social tension unacceptably; and the
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I think it is possibie to distingish two broad sets of learning needs
_- one looking back, the other ahead. The failures of the past and the
daunting challenges of the future hold the present in a vice-like grip.
These two kinds of leariring may, if mastered, allow us to wriggle out of
that grip. One kind consists of the iessons from the successes aud failures
of post-war development. The second is anticipatory iearning, responding
to tire transformation of the human condition now underway. The two
sorts of learning needs I have defined '- those that derive from past ex-
perience and those that antlcipate the future - are not set in their o\\/n
rigid channels. They mingle and overlap, iostling for attention and
prioritlr. Similarly, tire changes that arise from development and those
that act on deveioprrlent ai-e not neatly distinguished.

For purposes of analysis, however, I would like in tiJis section to con-
sider the lessons of the past three decades of development. In the seconC
section, I want to shift the focus from learning from the past to learning
for the future: that is, to Ciscuss the new learning needs anci opportunities
that I see emerging from the information revolution.

Whatever the form of learning, however, let me stress that I am not
talking about abstract needs or offering idealized prescriptions of what
might be desirable or pleasant in some future Utopia. The need for new
f,orms of learning springs from a.very real and tragic urgency. We now
are seeing, in many parts of the Third World, whole communities on the
verge of breakdown. Societies are beginning to come apart at the seams,
as the despair, frustrations and rage of the "have-nots," in the face of the
fear, reluctance or intransigence of the "haves," erupt into religious,
ethnic, tribal, racial and class violence. The rapid increase in urban
criminality in many of the rvorld's impossibly overcrowded cities is an
aclditionai manifestation of the urgent 

-need io come io grips witl'Js
problem of domestic and international poverty. This urgency is unf,r-

understanding of how to beneflt from the information revolution without
further fragmenting cultures and fanning nerv instabilities. lf not used
wisely, the new information technologies can fuel social change to the
point where the integrative abilities of cultures - socially, politicaliy and
otherwise - are pushed beyond their limits. The interactions between
these two sets of changes in the very specific setting of each individual
country makes any generalization about their dynamics extremely difficult.
The positive or negative responses of a given culture to either internally
fueled or externally induced changes are prefigure<l by the deep structure
of each culture and shaped by the worldvierv underlying it as much as they
are affected by the geographical, political or economic and social condi-
tions prevailing in that particular country.

We need to begin to rcalize that development is not a linear process,
but a complex of closely interlinked changes. The top-down approach to
development has been thoroughly discredited by hard experience. In
reaction to it, the bottom-up, or grass-roots, approach has gained passion-
ate acivocates, and their insistence on the importance of participaticn
is an insight of lasting importance. Yet I think that, even here, enough
bitter experience has accumulated to suggest that participation by itseif is
no paEacea. Participation without learning can be a fruitless exercise,
leaving the parties involved disiilusioned and frustrated over its lack of
success,
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scored by the fact that the ,r1sya1srce of poverty seriously reduces the
margin of adjustment that is open to a society. Particularly in pluralistic
societies, the rapid economic growth of some sectors while others lag
behind may strain the resilience of the political system beyond its limits
- leading to polarization, the collapse of the moderate centre, and,
eventually, to a mutual escalation of violence. This is especially true now
that arms and explosives are easily available to any group that dreams of
imposing its will on other groups.

In considering the development experience to date, I do not mean
to overlook or belittle the considerable accomplishments of the past three
decades. There have been great successes in the developing countries -and India offers a number of examples of those successes. Indian science
is today of world rank, and various elements of Indian society enjoy a
much improved lot over what they did three decades ago. A number of
Third World countries have been able to move from dire poverty into the
range of the comfortably middle class.

The record of the development effort is mixed. There have been
successes and failures. Yet one fact dominates any general assessment:
the problem of poverty still stalks this earth on a vast and unacceptable
scale. Hundreds of millions remain in an intolerable state of degrada-
tion and despair --- ill-housed and ill-cared for, gnawed by hunger which
saps their physical and mental capacities, without much prospect of pro-
ductive and decently' remunerated work, their real needs ignored by
national development schemes. The great remaining problem is how to
release the latent energies of these whom Gandhiji called "the last, the
least, the lowest and the lost."

Three decades of development experience suggest that the bureaucra-
t;c approach to the poor will have to be replaced by efforts to mobilize the
internal motivation that self-orgatization can bring. The articulation of
their material, sociai and spiritual aspirations is an essential pre-condition
for the empowerment of the poor. At the same time, these aspirations
will have to be related to the constraints as well as the opportunities -economic, social and technological - of their situation. This will consti-
tute a major learning process: the organization for new purposes, the
adjustment of traditional institutions to serve these ends, and the conti-
nuous scanfling for new technologies that might upgrade traditional
capabilities. The role of non-governmental organizations and civic
volunteers, who straddle the modern world and traditional crlltures, will be
crucial in this endeavour.

But the need to learn is not limited to the poor. It is the essence of
the whole development process, requiring all segments and levels. of society
to meet new learning needs. Communities will have to learn new lessons
in the management of developmental or sectoral activities - for example,
the management of community irrigation or forestry projects. Government
bureaucracies and institutions will have to learn to adjust to such a system
of self-management. The kinds of adjustments that development and
social change require today involve learning beyond that whiqh takes place
in the formal education system; these adjustments will have to be made by
ali layers of society. In a period when change compounds change, mutual
Iearnirg processes in social, political and organizational innovation must
be stimulated, in which there are no teachers and no students. It must
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involve the governments as well as the citizens, the poor as well as the rich,
the planners and administrators as rvell as their targets. Many other
adjustments will have to be made - but, for the moment, it may be best
to look more generally at the other lessons we should draw from more
than 30 years of development experience.

One obvious new learning need arises from the urgency of living rvith
the fact of global economic interdependence. The phrase has become a
cliche, but the reality behind it has not yet been assimilated into our
thinking, our actions, our policies or our institutions. The international
setting of interdependence within which development takes place adds to
the difficulties of adjr:stment aud creative response. The permeability of
national boundaries to information flows from the outside world strengthens
tendencies to respond to change in imitative rather than in authentic and
relevant ways. In addition, these transborder information flows make the
process of continuous self-deflnition of a country's ttational identity even
more difficult, now that national privacy is no longer possible. At the
same time, interdependence provides access to a wider variety of responses
than might have come from a search in isolation. The need gonstantly to
integrate social change into one's own culture requires a constant effort to
reinterpret the basic values underlying one's culture. This kind of effort
in national self-reflection and dialogue is especially difficult in piural
societics. At the same time, it should also be recognized that plural
societies may make possible a wider variety of responses to change, the
best of which may be imitated by other groups, thus er.rhancing the overall
learning and adjustment capacity of the nation as a whole. Pluralism can
therefore also be a source of strength.

The habit of constructive pluralism, however, cannot be imposed by
authoritarian means. The skill of consensus-building, the art of compro-
mise, the habit of constructive criticism, all take time to learn. This kind
of social learning, in which the whole society must participate, is a
particular challenge to the emerging nations. In many of them, the
development of civil society was arrested, even destroS,ed, by colonialism.
Indigenous forms of participation, indigenous vehicles of consensus and
conflict resolution and indigenous sources of legitimacy have only rarely
survived or been restored; indeed they have often been fprther suppressed
by the modernizing bureaucratic state. Pluralism therefore also requires a
commitment to the rule of law and equal access to legal redress for all
segments ol society.

We need further to consider the overall historicai setting of war,
revolution and political upheaval within which the post-war development
effort has taken place. Something on the order of 150 wars have been
fought since 1945, most of them in developing countries. Apart from
outiight war, many Third World societies have been rent by serious
domestic conflicts along class, ethnic, religious or ideological lines. We
have also seen how fear and obsession with national security have led to
militarization; the rapid rise in arms purchases is only one manifestation
of this. The violence that has accompanied change in recent decades
demonstrates that the development process is more convulsive than any of
us had imagined. We are coming to rccognize the need to concentrate on
conflict resolution at the level of the viilage and the local neighbourhood.
Changes resulting from development itself - in, for example, the upward
rnobility of certain social groups - have disturbed the social equilibrium
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and often led to conflict. The effects of the world-wide recession have only
exacerbated civil strife and violence.

One major feature of these recent decades has been the growing self-
assertiveness of the traditionally powerless and of those marginaliied by
developTent. In many different ways, the "grass root" are shooting up .-
fertilized by an exposure ro the sights but not the benefits of wealth.- In
sorhe cases, groups of people have managed to move up the economic
ladder, though many have met violent resistance on the way. And then,
how does society deal with the violence of emerging groups themselvei
which they sometimes resort to when the community is plrceived as not
willing to accommodate their aspirations? Heightdned expectations and a
refusal to accept a miserable lot have also contributed to massive popula-
tion movements, involving migration within and across national boundaries,
and even across continents. Here in Asia alone, accepting only the more
conservative estimates of internal and international migrants in recent
years, some 50 million people are involved, and that number swelis daily.
We have here on this continent a veritable "nation of migrants', with a
population larger than all but six Asian countries.

^ witl governments simply incapable of dealing with these enormous,
often inchoate, social and cultural forces, we need--to consider what othei
kinds of institutions and modes of organization might help to fashion the
learning processes. necessary to deal with these forcis before they enguf;s r
totally. one problem is, of co,urse, that we.simply.ma.y not know, tliroug[
any so-rt of ordered, rational process, which institutions may prove to be
most effective. History tells us of the rise of spontaneous, unexpected
currents that have altered the course of human affairs -- the Gandhian
movement in India is one of the classic examples of this. suctr forces ioi
change and renewal, which arise outside the normal government structure,
are bound to continue. Finding ways to encourage and facilitate these
impulses will test the creative abiliiies o-f established sfructures 

-i".rrJ,nggovernments.

The political system must learn to adjust to new configurations of
pgyer without losing- its bearings and must develop the ability-to sociahze
hitherto marginalized groups_..left. out 9f the mainstream of pational life,
into the political system. Thjs includes particulariy each new generation
ryhi9!, given th^e rapidity of social change and, for rhe foreseeaSt. rrtu.",
the bleakness of their prospects of employment, are likely to have differeni
perceptions and expectations of the political process - to the extent that
they_are not alienated from it altogether. How does a country socialize its
youth into the political !y|-tgm when unemployment is rampant and proi-
pects for a job minimai? what adjustments must the political system make
in order to be able to accommodate the young with their diffeient visions
of society and their different values? If we are not able to integrate them
into th-e political system as such, how might we make them feit at least
pali 9f the politicai culrure? These aie urgent questions with which
political parties and political movements in the deveioping countries must
wrestle.

Given these circumstance_s, those who control the machinery of the
state cannot take the state itself or its continued viability foi granted.
Especially in the Third world, the nation-buitding effort is a nevei-ending,
constantly changing task. Nation-building has proved to be a mucl
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more complicated challenge than we lhougirt - and its accompii;hment
is made ail the more difficult in a time ol growing interdepondence and
continuing economic crisis. Third World nations, lurthermore, are forced
to telescope the centuries-iong and often bloody experience of war and
oppression that Europe underwent before the concept of the nation state
was tiaally stabilized. And they mult also learn new political lessons that
did not oirtain during the early period of Er-rropean industrialization -those that arise liom the rapidly changing context in which development
now has to take place. The oid elites and the newly emerging eiites wrli
have to agree that the c.rntinued viabiiitv of the state is a worthy goal ir:
itself - forcing them to try t\i reconorie their differences or ar leasr keep-
them lvithin manageable bounds. They wiil need to reconcile the centii
fugal pulls with the centripetal tendencies .in their societies. The penalry
of not doing so is cynicism and corruption, the fragmentation of the
pclitical system, the weakenrng or paralysis oithe state, and the likelrhood
that its parts will become the eternal victim: of external power-rivalries.
History bas shown how difficult it is for any elite to learn how io sh:re
powe r with others, and to realize that only a constantly expanding p .lity
will ensure the continued viabiiity of the stare - to say nothing of rh-e
coatinuity of their own privileged position, It further demonstrates rhat
the resort to mrlitary power is often an admission of rhe elite's inab,li-.t,to
hancile cer(a'n proolems. Historian Barbara Tnchman, remindrr:g ui of
Lord Acton's dictum thatpower corrupts, notes in her recent study of the
misuses of power that "We are less aware that it breeds foily; that the
power to command frequently causes failure to thrnk; thet tlie responsibi-
lity of power often fades as its exercise augments."l History-further
shows, however, that atterypts to slare power are frequenrly accompanied
by conflict and struggle; there is theretbre the need for the sr-,cj!1, to
develop adequate resilience to go througir such crise s a,s inevitable pfiares
in the process of constant adjustment. unless such resilience and flexibi-
lity are developed, conflict may pass beyond the point of no return, and
lead to the breakdown of tbe moderating centre, to polarization and a
coutinuously escalating spiral of violence.

The lessons thus far would further seem to suggest that tbere are a
host of insufficiently explored cultural factors that bear on a societv's
response to modernization. These touch upon such matters as the often
alternating choices between isolaticn and opecness, on the capacrty to
maintain naticnal and social cohesiveness ir tbe face of ptofound change,
or the ability of a society to incorDorate innovation, science and techn-o-
logy.in ways that are_consonant with its own sense of moral purpose. If
this is violated, manifestations such as the upsurge in religioui fundal
mentalism can emerge. cultures that can only' resprnd ciysfuncrionally to
change may be doomed to stagoation, decav or irrelevance. These are all
marters that involve social learning, but this has been little recognized in
development planning to date.

Tbe pervasive influence on development of traditional notions of
power, and the role of the state in rhe development eftolt, also need
sustained study. . Too often_, supposedly new polirical and developmental
institutions are simply new bottles for the old wine of traclitional concepts
of powe.r. .Traditional factors have been instrumental in derermining what
is-perceived as a pro.per relatigirship bet*'een the governing and rhe govern-
ed,between state and society. They explain a great deal about the difrculties
in turning a colonial bureaucracy, dedicatc-d primarily to preserving order
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and collecting revenue, into a developmental bureaucracy dedicated to
i"Ufi" iirui..-. Modern training in development administration, with its
;;;h;ri; on efficiency and technique, has unwittingly tended to strengthen

;;,IJ;-;;"r.d coloniil and pre-colonial paternalistic notions about the

im&rif i rltutionship to the public. It has further reinforced the elite's

ilrio"finution to aciept the-legitimacy and importance-of people's partici-

;;ti;; self-management and self-reliance as essential vehicles for develo_p'

il;. ' We have Jeen large programmes of rural developnrent-mounted by

iii"*utionui agencies that- have resulted in the increase in the power of
ifr. i""ui bureaulracy and the police while stifling the 

- 
potential for local

iira.ittlp. Projecti that started in the name of development have some'

ffi;;;;'drced other kinds of unanticipated consequences as well.

One flnal point needs to be made in consi.dering our le^ssons from the

a"netopm.ot experience: both the successes and failures of the develop'

;#";;;;i.o,i" nur. shown that the organised pursuit of.material im-
il-rlr.*.it does not automatically brirg in its wake freedom, human

ti;;iir;'j;riice and civility. These values have in fact often fallen victim
to'G'd.vef opment endeavour, even when the provision' of basic services

io"ioA"r access to education and legal-protection. - This has been true, it
;;;i;;;, whether one started from the P,hilosophy of growth-which
;;i;r;;d foany of the earller derelopment strategies-^or.ttiat of equity.

ifi,j'".J*,n *odels tended to founder on the rOsistance of elites to sharing-

;f,.- ;;; 
-*.uftU 

that came to them with this-approach. The pursuit of

"orit, 
i.a io tt 

" 
bureaucratization of so-ciety without acco.mpanyiig eco-

;;i; ^eio*tlr. we now have a lot of experience in developing countries

iJIUo*-it ut neither growth nor equity follows each other automatically-
il,fri"f*".i'lou tuk"'ut your staiting. point. We need instead explicit
J;;;;;;;; f6i democratii structural change that would 91a.ble people to

iiUliu?.-in".telves from the oppressive social structures which.perpetuate
;'h;i;;;;;;a;riy and their porierlessness. This could help. build societies

;;il th;;;ritience and the cipacity for autonomous creativity and conti-

;;;;-;;d;n;ition-the conditions essential for survival in a crowded,

comfetitive and rapidly changing world'

In the efforts of these last three decades, development-strategies have

too often or.iiooti.a the immense political pressures that.have built up as

i ."*ft "ftt " persistence of sev-ere 
-poverty 

or the destabilizing impact -of
the development process itself. An urban success story can prove to be

", ulrri"g:rnd dung..oos_magnet..The more successful it is, the greater

ifrl,inii-?f p."pti fiom outsidelt will atttact,. further straining .already
Jr..urra"o.d ciiy services while emplying the countryside of its most

;;;iti;;; p*pi..' V.ry often as a result, the urban dwellers have become

tt" mort impoitant poliiical constituency, to the_neglect-of the tural areal

rra "riitiritiiut 
prodoction. The challenge that is raised is how to develop

ilr;';;;;;it*;;i; that will speak for the p_oor in the c.ountryside and

;;; b; a-wo.a out by the urban voice . 
or the rural elite. we must

i.*irii. 
-that it is no longer possible, in many countries, to respond to

irri,"", pi"tL*t n ifnout so*e- uc"ompanying response 1o l1-t1l-tonstitu-
rncies.' Fully representative constituencies can only be developed with
iJrt:i;.; ,ilUlitv through democratic processes. This means giv-ing 

-rural
n"ii?.orc free acceis to iniormation-to let- them learn and think for them-

lii".i:i"ifrer than doing what is perceived as good for them by .that un'
i"ii"i,"ti- VJi * oft"o piired team: the insecure bureaucrat and the quick-

fix technocrat.
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The fruits of economic development are seldom spread evenly among

all groups within a society. The shifts of relative-positions can be deeply

desiabilizing, with violent resentment expressed by those who are the

relative lose-ri and an edgy defensiveness, which may also tu.rn_.violent, on
the part of an achieving minority. There are responsibilities on both
sides'of this unhappy equation: for upwardly mobile minorities to demons-

trate their allegianie io the welfare of the whole society rather than to
their own group-exclusively, and for others to recognize the _right of the
upwardly inobile to enjoy, in a non-exploitative manner, the fruits of their
succ"tr. 

" 
There is also nere a role f<rr government, to protect the rights of

even an unpopular minority, but also to insist that they respect the law
ancl to some-exient the conventions of the society in which they live.

Such political problems all have to do with learning-the urgency of
learning how to integrate politically diflerent segm_ertts of socie.ty at differ-
ent lev-els of advancement or sophistir;ation. The assumption has beeu

that development would automatically socialize peop.le i_nto .the existing
political system. We are now beginning to recognize-in the unceasing
ilare of violence and strife we see between recent achievers and those who
feel left behind-that this assumption was incorrect. These tensions are,
of course, all the more capable of erupting into murderous retaiiation and
counter-retaliation when a regressive economy makes the gaps between the
two rival groups all the more apparent and harder to close. Whatever the
situation, however, this is a problem that has driven home forcefully our
need for mutual tolerance in different religious and social groupings.

The enhancement of capacity for cohesiveness is an area which social
science has generally neglected. ln the past, social scientists concerned
with social cohesion based their work on assumptions of convergence and
increasing secularism. Now, however, they must contend with a far richer
and more intricate brocade woven of religious and ethnic strands, each
crying for equal visibility. New capabrlities will have to be learned to
attain cohesion in such a situation.

All of the evidence we have accumulated from these past three de-
cades-during which the global community has evolved into some 160
nation-states beset by swirling conflgurations of power; rising ethnic,
religious and cultural tensions; and millions atoo-t fleeing fear and hunger
and in quest of a better life-should teach us flnally just how complci a
thing the development effort is. Gone are our comfortable technocratic
illusions that development success simply means achieving a kind of
critical mass of skills, machinery and capital. We are realizing instead
that the ultimate purpose of development is to make the populati6n of a
country-especially its weak and poor- not only more productive but also
more socially effective and self-aware. Truly humane development also
requires human growth in the sense -of people becoming fleer human
beings, Iiberated from their own sense of powerlessness and dependency.

Poets have a way of capturing the essence of truth. Rabindranath
Tagore rvrote that, "Man is a born child, his power is the power of
growth." That power I take to mean the emergence of people who feel
capable and free to assume responsibility for their own lives and tirose of
their families and communities. Human grclwlh means that the socially
weak have the capacity to regain their sense of dignity and-armed witil
that inner security-to recognize the basic dignity and humanity of others.
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224 Development as Learning

Tirere is thus a lengthy agenda of social, political, cultural and or-
ganizational adjustment$that have to be made which emerges from our
past development experience. In order to adjust successfully, we will have
to learn to develop the will, the commitment to values, and the mec-
hanisms neeCed to bring about a better society. Learning, here, very
much means social innovation and inventiveness. And as I hope to have
been able to suggest in this section, the central learning need of many of
our developing societies is knowing how to deal with the challenge of
poverty and the structural dualism underlying it. And make no mistake
about it-until we solve the problem of poverty, all our efforts at develop-
ment will be of little lasting avail.

This agenda would be unidimensional, however, if we did not simul-
taneously set in motion other learning processes to deal with the new array
of concerns that the microprocessor, the communications satellite, the
laser and other accoutrements of the information age are now setting
before us. Perhaps if we could somehow magically stop the world and get
off in 1985, we might consider that concentrating our efforts on what we
have learned thus far from our development mistakes was enough. But
new and powerful forces are already unleashed which will have great
impact on the shape and texture of the future global society and on the
place of the developing countries in it. In the next section I want to turn
to an examination of how we must learn to harness those forces to the
greater benefit of us all.

New Learning Pathways to Development

In the previous section, I have discussed the lessons which we might
draw from the generally disappointing results of development since the end
of World War II. In particular, I have examined the implications of the
failure to resolve the problem of poverty in the Third World. The experi-
ence of post-war development is full of non sequiturs, which illustrate that
development is a much more complex process than the early theories
seemed to imply. For example, as I have already mentioned, that experi-
ence has shown that greater equity and justice do not necessarily follow
economic growth. This conclusion now seems so obvious that it is hard to
recall the naive faith in "trickle-down" that was once held even by people
of good will. Indeed, economic growth does not necessprily bring 

-in 
1ts

wake even a better physical quality of life for the majority. If there is one
lesson to be learned from the last few decades, it is that development
cannot be equated with growth, nor with the sheer accumulation of wealth.
Some of the wealthiest countries, in terms of natural resources, are least
,developed, and the converse is also true. If development is not growth,
not resources, not wealth alone - what is it? As I have tried to suggest
in the first section, I think it is, above all, Iearning In this sectiailI
would like to dwell on the kinds of learning that embody development, ald
on the learning needs that are emerging for the future.

The needs which are now emerging concern the ability to adjust to
new technologies, new demographic patterns, new modes of production,
new stages of political consciousness - and new and ever more deadJy
forms of weaponry. There are many different types of Iearning * and it
might be well once more to enumerate some of them. There is, first,
knowledge: the accumulation of wisdom and lore from over the centuries
which comes to us in many ways, both formally and informally. There is
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learning of the skills by rvhich people acquire or produce the necessities of
daily life. There is also. learning of how to plan, organize and manage
the support systems which undergird the human endeavour. Formal
education has its role in the learning process, but we are increasingly
recognizing that it is only part of that process. Its deliberate pace and
structural rigidities may even impede adjustment to rapidly changing
conditions.

The form of learning that lies at the heart of development is the
rather elusive process that might be called sr,ciol learnittg. One observer
has described this as a learning form unique to the human species in that
it presumes a learning environment characterized by interaction with
othir Iearning organisms' I take it to be a collective process by which
neighbourhoods, villages, communities - and ultimately the nation state

- prepare themselves for living in the future. This world, on the door
step of the Slst century, will begin that next century with another two
billion people crowded into a shrinking global village already beset by
violence, hunger, poverty, environmental deterioration and constantly
shifting, frequently bewildering rules of play.

Demographers make projections about our cities very easily, anci we
have read projections of the future size of the primate cities in Asia -- a
Bombay, for example, of 17 million people by the year 2000. It rs an
illusion, however, to assume that people know how to live in such conglo-
rnerations at the level of income that is likely to prevail in our societies.
We will have to learn new ways to make urban communities function,
concerning ourselves not only with how these mega-cities can be assured
of their food, energy and housing needs; but also with the ways in n,hich
human communities of such size and density can function effectively and
with civility, avoiding violent conflict and retatning their creativity.
Demographic increase will bring about significant changes, not only in the
density of population but also in the distribution of age cohorts, parti-
cularly in the Third World. The numbers of elderly people will increase,
but the median age will decline since the ranks of young people will swell
even faster.

This latter growth will have immense implications for the employ-
ment situation. It has been estimated that work must be found for some
500 million new entrants to the global job market betweep norv and the
end of the century, with some 440 mrllion of these new jobs needed in the
Third World - and that is if one accepts a really unacceptable unemploy-
ment rate of l5 per cent in developing countries. [n order to reduce
unemployment to six per cent, another 120 million new jobs will have to
be fouud, bringing the total to well over half a brllion. The difficulty in
creating new jobs is, of course, compounded by technological develop-
mcnts. Industrial research tends to focus on lowering production costs by
improving the productivity of each worker; it is biased against the creation
of new employment. This implies that the growth of employment is
unlikely to keep pace with the growth of production, so that even an
expanding economy may leave great numbers of new entrants to the
labour force without jobs. Those affected are bound to put tremendous
pressure on the political system, especially in countries where the rvellare
state cannot provide a safety net lor the unemployed and their dependents.

Few governments have pro!en to be capable of dealing with such
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challenges. Life is changing in ways that have unsettled the sense of
moral order and raised questiols about the ultimate purpose of develop-
me_nt. The changes have helped spark the rise of religious and moril
objections to the_ very notion of^development and moderniZation, and by
implication, to the legitimacy of its official spcnsors.

- - Qgspit^e the growth of mega-cities, for most developing countries
4e bulk of the population will continue to reside in the c--ountryside.
There,.increasing rural density is driving people to exploit marginal iands
more intensiveiy. ln many cases, rural communiiies have traditional
ways of working productively within ecological limits. But the increase
in human numbers is not being matched by an increase in the resources,
techniques, o-r options available to the people who live off the land. Foi
the sake of short-term survival, they are forced ro violate ecological ruliq
even though in many cases they understand that to do so-is to court
disaster jn the longer run. The scientific^basis of a more productivi,
sustainable rryv of life is already available for many_ kinds of' ecotogicai
conditiorr;. But the knowledge has not yet reaihed the people wf,ose
very survival depends on it - and their communities are obt 'o.guoii.d
to use scientitic knowledge even when it is available.

- . In both city and countryside, there is little question that increasingly
sophisticated communications have ,sharply affected aspirations and l]fe
styles, and led..to higher levels of political consciousness. irr.y-nare
brought on shifts_in values so profound that, in *ary cur.r,'oo. 

"r,speak- in terms of generational quantum jumps. It is worth 'reminding
ourselves that when rhe post-war developmeni experience began, say ii
1950, the modern communicarions age was ju,t dawning. Tl-e 

-tiansistor

had_ only been invented a short while bifore, the firit sputnit was not
y_et launched-, and the first communications sarellite was nve'yeai, uiyoodthat feat. Microchips. had not yet been devised; tt 

" 
tvpi.ui 

"ompurerwas enorm-ously expensive, very large, a::d accessibie only' to a reiative
handful o.f specia-lis's. But the new information and tommunlcatloni
technologies proliferated g1g aqtgnishing speed. During trre 

-tate 
tssos

and 1960s, according to UNESCO statislics, radio own"erihip-ine.eased
-by more than a hundred-fold in Lr.tin America, by more'than t;;hundrec times in Asia, and more than four hundred-foto in Aliica.
Television, with its even greater power to stir tropes anu i"pl.tutiooi;
followed apace.

- . ^Today, rrew technologies for processing an ever-increasing volume
of information arepurting gieat preisure on iulturer to io',.ii;iu .b;-b
new .knowledg! 1nd information and weave them into the fabric or ."iiy-
day life - qnd this is leading to dissonance. A recent conference on
the socio. cultural aspects of ine information revolution concluded that
the "ecology of knowledge".is outpacing currural adjili;;ri: New kindsof gaps between information "haves,i and "havi nots,, areieu.lopioi
which only exacerbate existing disparities. Inequalities in 

-access 
toinformation is a. prime exampre of change in thL context ;irhin which

developme.nt is taking place. . Exposure to n-ew information 
-triglers 

both
increases i.n polirical consciousness aod heightened expectuiiin, on thepart of different social groups. The inevitablj,,nevenoeiioiirr. 

'a.r"rol-
ment process itself is lhrown into high relief, ancl often destibilizes and
upsets traditional social equilibria. -
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Yet I take these dangers as hurdles to be overcome, and not as
reasons to forswear the use of the new information technologies in Third
World communities. I believe that we are now moving into an age of
"the survival of the best informed" (to use Jeremy Rifkin's phrasea)] and
the developing countries dare not be leftebehind- A thlrd industrial
revoluti n is now taking place, based on advances in biotechnology,
materiao technology, microelectronics and info rmation technology. If
the coulsries of the South do not develop the capacity to participate in
this revnt lution, they will become even more vulnerable and dependent
on the Nocrth than they are now. We in the developing countries can-
not confine ourselves to thinkiug in terms of closing a knowledge gap.
Rather, we must attempt to leap oyer a whole generarion of outmoded
technologies and theories of organization. We do not have time to
repeat the mistakes of the North, or even to follow passively in its foot-
steps picking up techniques that it has outgrown or discarded. We must
cultivate the art of innovation, or invent it in a form that is both con-
sonant with the real needs of Third Wortd societies and with the new
information landscape that is beiug shaped by advances in technology.
Only in this way will w: be able to benefit from the fruits of the infor-
mation revolution in their totality - not merely for the new technological
aspects which can appear so inviting, but also for their potential ability
to spur the growth of knowledge and the creative expression of values in
our own countries.

The new information technologies intensify interdependence. Yet,
paradoxically, they also are cepable of powerfully reinforcing the indepen-
dence of the individuals and associations that have access to them. fney
enlarge the universe of information available to the user and aliow the
user to make a selection without an intermediary filter. There is, in this,
some danger-of fragmentation: if all the members of the community are
selecting different tailor-made information packages, their common
ground of knowledge and mutual understanding may erode, and social
cohesion may suffer. Indeed, I think this process can already be observed:
one of its most familiar manifestations is the generation gap. But on
balance, provided the lines of communication are kept opin between
groups, this proliferation of micro-information environments ii a healthy
development. Access to information is itself a kind of power, and the
empowerment that independent access brings is multiplied when infor-
mation can be exchanged as well as received. New information and
communication technologies, ranging fronn those as simple as the cassette
tape to those as complex as the communications satellite, h.old out this
proTise. They can be organized in a way that not only permits oeople
to choose information from a larger and more varied menu, but also
permits them to participate in programming, in reporting news relevant to
themselves, and in sharing what they have learned with others.

The opportunity to organize and manage and profit from one's own
endeavours creates a motivation to learn, and, very olten, a motivation to
communicate one's acquired knowledge - in other worlds, to teach.
Obviously, rhis-kind of teach_ing is not som:thing that takes place only in
a classroom. It is the kind that takes place, when the circumstances
encourage it, between neighbours, business associates, farmers in conti-
guou-s fields, a^nd so forth. And it is the kind of teaching, and iearning,
that has transformed some voluntary associations into the most powerfii
development agencies that operate in some parts of the developing world.
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Mothers' clubs, traditional savings associations, funeral societies, irrigation
or f;::sti'y co-operatives, ntutual-assistance housing pacts, -marketjxg co'
oper:Liiiri utcl 

",-r 
forth all provide exampies of the successful mobilization

oi tocai initiativc. It is important for governments to encourage and enable

iuctr initiatives to operate, but governmenlt hitye -rarely be.en successful

in creating them. Too oftcn, political and bureaucratic instittttions have

b..n u soI."" of obstructioil rather than encouragement to local initiatires.
We might as well face squarely the fact that because they are outside the

framew-ork of bureaucratic programmes, spontaneous movements that
organize aod Share information inclependently are often seell as a threat to
ceitral control. They are, in some iespects, a threat, so it takes.-a d_egree

ofcourage for goveruments to encourage them whole-heartedly. i uq
utterly clnvinced that the reward for reii6quisning all'embracing control
is woith the risk: it is the possibility of unleashing a kind of energy that
is the mo;t essentiai development resource.

In trying to characterize this kind of energy,_ I am reminded of a

"uor.riuiion 
il.rot t hud last st:mmer at home in Indonesia with a Balinese

;;i;;r.- ii-r; Hintju island of Bali is the home of a rather distinctive

;;iil;; *i,l,in 
-iodoo.sia. 

It is a poor island, but the society is well-

ir"g.^t.J, Jtnumi", creative and supremely adaptive,- 1nd,n]1, 
painter-

i;i.-;;;;.*.i to embody alt of these qualities personally' __[ 
was.impressed

;;;;;h1;"tt hin, to.rptainto me what inspired him' He told me that

il;iiE, iit" r.,ii culrure, had tirree sources of inspiration. ole. rvas religion,

*ti.f,,""iished the rorl. Th" second was art, whichno-urished the heart

il"i;;ii;d;. ihs third, he said, was the custcmary-.and. ritual interactions

rIif-1" l"rri.unity, rvhich generated what he called "social energy." I asked

;y;;ifii;;':-;;a t[eie ,inections in thts p1P9I ale part of mvpcontinuing
qriestioning - how can soci il energy be mobilized, encouraged' and put

tb work on the scale required?

Partoftheanswermustbesuppliedbythepoorthemselves-which
*.unr lh;ir;;; friv;fegea people ii"t tt-n the art of listening and be

*ilfir! i. i*"gniie posimistakes. Too often in the past, local bureauc'

,"ir, i-uf.i"g thJir cue from the national bureaucracy, have .been averse to

ilri.ri"g tJ ordinary .iilririi.- Many .of the.projecti, creat-ed and mana,ed

bv sovernmeott, *o.*r.r' leave little deciiion'making to- citizens' and

tdr;";;;;;;i;-iili; popuiui participation and support' Fr.:que'tlv the

il.t,-if"r}"riO' p"rt!"iiuiir.'l Cevelop,ment strategies falter because they

relt on a bureaucrac, ,r1Ol. to respond to community needs. and unu'illing
i;'iJr';";"-;;;;iiy-;r,1ri una'problem-solving capaciries. Yer it is

;;.i ;i;'r;J*I*^ir,it,-il;; ";d again, have pioven to be verv rich'

V^.i"i,t tirai.r iid.".irprrent "succ-ess itories" demonstrate the importa-

,;;;f a tearning pt;;;l;-;hich local res,idents, both male and female'

and programme experts share their knowledge, arrjl display a willingness to

i""i.iri,i. ml.takes and make adjustments accordingly'

In helping to create the micro-information envi"onments in which

co-operatic.n t Jt*..n ,iii.g.i ura -project-worker 
could flourish' we should

;;pl;;;;;;ieiy ol *ot; ;_- extend the. learning, prcces j' The response of
foimal education t1'rt.ttt has thus far been inadequate.ev-e1 in the conven-

;ir;"i;;;;" ;f edu6ation - und fu, from what ii called for in. this much

6-oJ.t leartting pto."ti. In many places,.a number of other institutions

"rJoigunir*tioii 
r,u* gotien inro the.-buiiness of education - including

;;;p;;;ti";,--luuout 
- 
ioiont, tu" military, governmental and private
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agencies, Iibraries, museums, and professional a"Jociations. In Japan,
both newspapers, and department stores run educational and cultural
training-programmes. In the United States, the educational programmes
of the giant communications company. AT&T, enrolled nearly half a
million people in 1979 before the company was broken up. This total
exceeded that of the largest university system in the world, the State
University of New York.a

Technological change and longer Iife expectancy give ad<ied urgency
to the recognized. need for continuous Iifelong learning. Many people
will want or need to prepare for second carlers, or to seek retraining in
order to keep abreast of new skills and job opportunities. But even the
most innovative educational programmes must be monitored carefuily to
ensure that they remain in tune with the changing contexts in which their
participants, wil-I have to operate. Training should cultivate the capacity
for innovation, for improvisation, for recognizing emerging opportunities
in new social and technological situations that cannot be precisely
foreseen.

- r.ocal learning environments could be greatly stimulated, for example"
through the establishment of decentralized radio stations and citizen-band
systems through which farmers, for exampl:, could exchange information
on.local crop prices, weather and market conditions. Through the use ol
video tapes, w9 may- be able to revitalize oral traditions and bring even the
illiterate into thp information age. Markets have always been irnportant
loci of information. It is interesting to note that even in several countries
where private capital is not accepted as a legitimate basis for economic
activity, the mechanisms o-f the marketplace are increasingly valued for
their information-clearing functions.

Similarly, in both socialist and capitalist as well as mixed
economies, innovation seems to be most at home in relatively small enter-
prises that are allowed to exercise initiative, take riskJ, gather and
dispense information. The resilience of an economy depends,-to a large
extent, on such small enterprises. The problem, however, has been io
organ-ize the small entrepreneurial units into networks large enough to
benefit from larger marketing systems, quality-control meihods, tihno-
Iogical innovations, credit systems, and other possible economies of scali.

Here, the role of pla[ing cannot be overlooked, but I would like to
emphas.ize that the planning- should be specific to the qualities of the
enterprise, the region and the cultural context. It requirei sensitivity to
and interaction with the people who are expected to carry out the piar. In
other-words, planning is also a Iearning process - at least, successful
planning is.

There are working models of decentralized, participatory organiza-
tion that are well worth study. ln the Prato area of Itaiy, for eximple,
there are some 15,000 to 2O,000 textile firms, most of t6em v..1, ,n alt,
employ]1g only a few workers.5 In these businesses, which provid. *o.li
to 70,000 people di-rectly, and to anorher 20,000 in suppoiting services,
traditional forms of production, social relations and technologi-es srirvive
side by side with very advqncgd production_ technologies anci- marketing
systems; there is a blend of old and new technologies in an industrv v.hic[
is deeply rooted in the local historical tradition and socjal structures. Th;
Prato experience - and similar experiences, for instance in the sakaki
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region in Japan - suggest possibilities for dispersed rural industrial pro-
duction systems in developing countries, which would be competitive with
urban production centres. This would ensure that the urban areas would
no longer monopolize new economic opportunities. This in turn might
lead to new and more equitable urban-rural configurations, a central issue
the solution to which has so far escaped all development efforts aimed at
poverty reduction. The prospects of this kind of rural industrialization
hinge on a systematic effort constantly to modernize existing technologies
and continuously integrate old and new technologies. It also depends on
linking up traditional crafts and social infrastructures with modern, even
computerized, quality control and marketing systems. One could think of
a number of areas in the developing world where the preconditions for
such an effort seem to exist.

To meet the learning needs of development, there obviously must be
an unprecedented flow of information into the villages and urban neigh-
bourhoods, capable of reaching the lpoorest residents as well as the
traditional channels of communications such as the viliage headman, the
extension services, and the school syslem. What is urgently called for is
the transformation of theneighbourhood from a traditional scciety to an
"information community," capable of acting and responding creatively to
the information reaching it, and capable also of seeking out and generat-
ing that information.

The information environment in its totality - including every
medium from wall-posters and folk'plays to television and computer data
banks - must be shaped in such a way that it is accessible to all.
Material that is only comprehensible to more highly educated residents
works to the relative disadvantage of less educated groups and would only
serve to widen the income gap. Villagers and urbanites also need specific
information about their rights as citizens. Ideally, this should be allied to
the knowledge of where and how to obtain legal redress for injustices, but
even the basic information about individual and collective rights may
encourage people to assert themselves. Above all, and this cannot be
emphasized too strongly, the information channels must include new or
improved mechanisms for dialogue and interaction - in short, for mutual
learning.

The problem of equa\4ccess to information is by no ineans confined
to the developing countries.- One recent critique of the American educa-
tional system, by Clifton Wharton, pointed out that the information
revolution, and the educational system's response to it, is bringing about a
new dualism in U.S. society - one which breaks, like the old dualisms;
along lines of race, ethnicity, income, employment and education, This
arises from the fact that fields requiring the most sophisticated training
today generate the fewest jobs; the majority ol job openings are in fields
requiring little skill. Most of the desirable jobs go to members of the
privileged social groups. With Iittle variation, these same observations
apply to many Third World nations. All levels of formal education have
a responsibility to do what they can to combat what Wharlon calls
"technological feudalism. "6

Educational systems in the Third World, however, face a broader
set of challenges. Let me emphasize four of them:
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The first is to move away from the common emphasis of schools
and universities in the developing countries on learning by rote. While I
would be the last to denigrate the importance of the study of history,
philosophy or classical writings from all cultures,-we simply cannot go -on
treating textbooks as if they were sacred texts. In such a fast'changing
world is our own, positive knowledge is very quickly outdated. The
schools now need tqtake up the challenge of teaching the art of learning,
preparing minds for an on-going, lifelong process of education.

Universities, in particular, must reconcile the con!icting pulls on

them to be both at thi cutting edge of modern science and technolggY and

deeply engaged in the problems of poverty which continue to affect the

mujoilty 6f itre peopte in the Third World. Without the former emphasis
on 

"building capicities in the basic sciences, major new depcndencies are

likelv to aivel6p. Without the latfer, the universities' work nill have

relevance to the suffering communities in their countries.

A third challinge is for education to break out of the narrow
discipiinary approache:s which can so easily ignore the political, social and'

.rlir'rui compi6xities of development problems. Responding to the explo-
iion l, scieniific knopledge will mean buildirg a much grealer capacity for
critical judgment, selectivity and synthesis.

Fourth, there is the challenge posed,by increasing. pressure for higher,

enrolments at all levels of the educational system. This reflects a growing'
Lure* f.r knowledge on the part of people at various levels of society, as

*eif ur sheer popllation grbwth. Responding to this challenge will
r"qoiri innovative approaches to extend learnilg bgYond the conventional:

"tutiioo*. 
These ctrlllenges cannot be met by the educational system

uioo.. A number of other organizations and systems must also be

Government bureaucracies, for example, must make adjustments to
enableiivil servants to break engrained habits that can stifle creativity,
,Jit upr through such arrangements as sabbatical leaves similar to those.

ir";;'d.;;;lif;:' PI";*t in8"to u" regularlv expected to .work tl t.he

held. in order to encourage a two-way flow of information. District
uamlrirtrution officfi;ould be the locale for expertise in-'conflict resolu-

iioo. pirfrups working-through local ombudsmen who could train and call
;;;;i;;i;.'r mediatois. India already has a legacy of enormous value'in-
tt ir i.rp..t, growing out of the Gandhian tradition. It is necessary, of
;;r;;,'t" iJl."t ut-o*budsmen people rvho have already acquired-legiti-'
*u.V 

"r 
sympathetic listeners witha feal interesi in helping people. In

itir'"ont"it,;t witt not suffice for the government merely_to appoint some'

on. *itSouf consulting the people; the major role ol the. government '
*"rtO ii. to provide s6rvices to aid the ombudsman in doing his or her
job.

The central need, however, is that the new policies now come to
erips with structural impediments to change. As I pointed out in the first
i..tion, rhe policies thai have guided d*elopment to date - rld p.erhaps
-miiSuided iiafairer description-have tended to create and reinforce

"o*?rlri 
political constitueocies among the urban elites, and to neglect-,

IJutlu.jy,'tfre rural masses. Changing the balance betlveeu the urban and

I
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rural sectors in the devetoping wo1!d, -and-integrating into the national

."ir.tr."* the previously diienfranc,hised and marginalized, will amount

i;;"1;il;miniat chanle in the distribution of economic and political
power.

I do r,ot wish to sound naive. I realize fully well that'such a change

entailJ ei;. p"titi.al risks for any government brave enou-gh. to attempt

;;l''Air:;'ih[-iiaeility of mani g-overnments in the developing world -
::#:";t"'""tn*ii"ii"n characiei of a great number of them - their

ffi:'.l;r'il;;i;; i;;;;*.niui ua.iu't"'ent;r this kind within a short

itiiti'it 
"iiili;;J. -- 

Atlh; same timi, the risks of continuing to ignore the

oroblem may prove 
"u.n--o." 

catasirophic. There is therefore a tradeoff

f,.i*.., peslnt and future risks'

I have tried in tbis papdr to raise.some questions about the kind of

societi *" *unt for o"iiliiaiin, the difficulti6s we have had in str-iving

i;;'i*-'";; G;;;"r,"1"rg* wi must face' The specific nature of thc

;;;il"Jr;.-;ill ;;';id;;f?; each societv, shaped bv its own distinctive

;;il;;:i,iJoiv, una ;;i;;ii,,t' But let me menlion five general qualities'

;lilhl t;iG;;'*;u "diiu"tiiiie 
the leaders and institutions of those

Jl"iiti*in"t uaupt suliessfully to the challenges ofthe future.

- First. they must be flexible and innovative' not -fr93en in old

rigidities, ;;;'.# il;;.putiO 
"oostantly 

to take up new initiatives and

directions;

-Second,theymustpossessaworkingfamiliaritywiththelatestachievements in'science and technology;

- Third, they must be firm1y rooted in the cultural soil of the

society trrev'sdet ti, seive, and abl6 to relate society's goals to currents on

the iniernational scene;

- Fourth, they must approach their verv difficult learning tasks in

a spirit of humility, "d;ir;;iii;i 
hu."o endlavour is as capable of folly

as wisdom;

- Fifth, and finally, the lead.ers and institutions of'the future must

n,t:**y.t:,8:*J:[iHl:i*fl ["""ilff l13',1fl ['fi,i:i:!l'l""l"ri
human spirit which rti#Jr"'i."g"."i.d in retigi6us or moral convictions'

It will be appropriate to end this paper with a quotation from a

great scientist who #ir ifi" u gi.uinuioanist, Albert Einstein. lt 1937,

Einstein said:

"Our time is distinguished by wonderful achievements in the fields

of scientific *,dfi;;;A;t "".d 
the. technical 

-application 
of those

insights. wr,o wt'i;iot-ut iuttted bv this? sif tet us not forget

thar knowleog" iia ,-[iris alone 
"urnot 

lead hunanity to a happy

and dignified liH iiutu'ity. ttut everv reason to place the

proclaimers of h'iJh t"i"a 
'i"'ia"rds 

and vaiues above the discovercrs

of objective t.ud:: '"\ifi;;iil;tiessed men have given us we must
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try to keep alive with all our strength if humanity is not
; dignity, the security of its existence, and its joy in

guard and
to lose its
living."
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